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Fundamental Physics: What’s Next ?

CERN: Bringing Nations Together 
Through Science

Accelerating Science and Innovation

Maxim Titov, CEA Saclay, Irfu TSNUK, Kyiv, Ukraine,  04 March 2016



Colliding galaxies reveal dark matter

Why are we here?



DARK MATTER
23%

ORDINARY MATTER
4%

DARK ENERGY
73%
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Symmetry
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and structures
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pattern



GrandUnified
Force

• Electromagnetic
• Weak
• Strong 

• ElectroWeak
• Strong (QCD) 

FORCES 1955-2005:

COLD

WARM

HOT



superSymmetry when 
“warm” (= high energy > 1TeV)

Higgs Boson
Supersymmetry
Nature of Reality

Standard Model of Quarks 
Leptons and forces 
= pattern based on mass
“cold” =“low” energy

=  below 1 TeV



Big Bang

to understand the very first moments of our Universe 
after the Big Bang

Today
13.7 Billion Years

1028 cm



Norse Creation Story: When the cold 
of Niflheim touched the fires of 
Muspell, the giant Ymir and a 
behemothic cow, Auohumla, emerged 
from the thaw.

Zoroastrian Creation Story: Ahura
Mazda creates a mountain 
Alburz which grew to touch the 
sky, bring rain and begin life.

An Egyptian Creation Story: Out 
of the chaos, Nun, arose Ra. Ra 
begot a pantheon of gods which 
were the earth, sky etc. Ra’s tears 
are humans.

Judeo-Christian-Islamic Creation 
Story: In the beginning God 
created the heaven and the earth. 

A Hindu Creation Story: Brahma 
hatched from an egg in the water 
and the remains of the egg 
became the universe.



There was a “Big Bang”

The Era of Quantum Gravity (10-43 sec, 1032 K)

• All particles, quarks, leptons, force carriers 
and other undiscovered particles existed in 
thermal equilibrium.

• Gravity “froze out” in a phase transition to be 
a force distinct from the strong nuclear, weak 
nuclear and electromagnetic forces by the end 
of this era.



In the Beginning... the Grand Unified Force degenerated

The Era of Inflation (10-35 sec, 1027 K)

• The universe inflates by a factor of 1050. 
• It reaches a total size of 1023 m.

Degeneration of the Grand Unified Force         
(10-32 sec)

•The strong nuclear force “freezes out” as 
distinct from the electroweak force.
•A billion to one excess of matter over 
antimatter develops

(The LHC can reproduce this era!)



In the Beginning... the Electroweak Force degenerated

Electroweak Degeneration Era (10-10 sec, 1015 K)

• The weak nuclear force separates from the 
electromagnetic force. The W & Z bosons put on 
weight while the photon remains massless.

•Quarks annihilates with anti-quarks, leaving a 
tiny excess of quarks.

(These conditions have been reproduced and studied 
in previous experiments like the LEP)



Protons and Neutrons formed

Protons and Neutrons form (10-4 sec, 1013 K)

• Quarks remaining from the annihilation bind 
with each other under the influence of the 
strong nuclear force to form protons and 
neutrons

Neutrinos decouple (10-4 sec, 1010 K)

•Neutrinos shy away from further interactions
•Electrons and positrons annihilate till a slight 
excess is left
•Neutron:Proton ratio shifts from 50:50 to 25:75



Atomic Nuclei formed

Helium Age (100 sec, 109 K)

• Helium nuclei can form now. Conditions 
similar to stars or hydrogen bombs.
•Atoms cannot form as yet.



Atoms formed and Light could travel freely

Atoms form (300,000 years, 6000 K)

• Light particles (photons) are not strong 
enough to break up atoms anymore. So, stable 
atoms of hydrogen and helium can form.

•The universe becomes transparent to radiation 
and finally there is light!



Stars and Galaxies formed

Stars and Galaxies form (1 billion years, 18 K)

• Stars begin to glow, turning lighter elements 
into heavier ones (of which planets and 
ourselves are going to be made of)

•Galaxies of stars begin to form



Life has arisen to soak in the Mystery

Today (13.7 billion years, 3 K)

• The dust of stars spewed out in supernovae 
explosions accumulate into planets

•Carbon atoms concatenate into complex 
molecules while the relentless energy from 
stars animate their ever-more-sophisticated 
dance of self-replication.

•And out of the stardust living creatures 
emerge to observe the universe and ponder its 
mystery
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All our knowledge is today «codified» in the Standard Model :
Matter, Interaction, Unification Interaction, Unification

The Standard Model :
• Classify the matter particles in family (fermions)
• Explain the interactions through local gauge principle symmetry (bosons)
• Allow the particle to acquire masses through the Higgs mechanism

History of the particle predictions
and discovery

As you can see for some a lot of time passed
from the prediction to the discovery. Often
conceptual and technological breakthroughs
were needed

For Higgs …almost 50 years !
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Forces

Matter

Higgs :
Vacuum & masses 

Over the last 100 years  tremendous success of the SM
We believe – the last piece of the SM - HIGGS BOSON has been discovered

However, there are (at least) several missing items in the SM:

 non-baryonic dark matter
 neutrino mass
 accelerated expansion of the Universe
 baryon asymmetry (absence of anti-matter)

We don’t really know their energy scales ...
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Composition of our Universe ?

The expansion of Universe is faster than 
“expected” (big-Bang + relativity) ⇒ “Dark 
Energy”

Matter beyond the SM

NEW PARTICLES?

Still opened questions…
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Still opened questions…

After the Big-Bang : 

Actual Universe : should be the result of a small disequilibrium which implied a slight 
overabundance of the matter

Actual universe:
antimattermatter

antimattermatter

Which is source of this disequilibrium between matter and anti-matter ? 





E = mc2

High Energy Physics

New particles production

p =   h / λ
(physics on extremely small 

scales)

Study the matter

Mass/Energy

Particle/Wave

The particle world e =1.602176462(63) 10-19 C
m = 9.10938188(72) 10 –31 kg
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The laws of « this world » are not really intuitive..

Particle world is described by quantum field theory 
It is our main working tool for particles physics
It comes from the marriage between quantum mechanics and relativity
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Collision of accelerated particles  « Grain » of energy → New Particles

Accelerators                          E = mc2 Detectors

Power of resolution

 Precision of a horologe inside a big machine
→ Size of the collision region : ~ mm (even less)
→ Size of the accelerator: ~ km (even more)

14TeV  9 ×10-17 m

Why colliders ?

On proton at rest

Head on collisions of 2 protons

In the head on collision all the energy is available 

Available energy



Atom
Proton

Big Bang

Radius of Earth

Radius of Galaxies

Earth to Sun

Universe

Hubble ALMA

VLT
AMS

Study physics laws of first moments after Big 
Bang increasing Symbiosis between Particle 

Physics, Astrophysics and Cosmology

Super-Microscope

LHC

PHYSICS OF TWO INFINITIES



proton-proton collisions at the LHC correspond to 
conditions here (<< 1ns)

Heavy-ion collisions at the LHC correspond to 
conditions here (<1 us)

Particles (which are very small « objects ») of high 
energy are instruments to go back in time



The study of LHC data helps to answer some 
of the key questions ... 

What is (are) the particle(s) that make 
up the mysterious ‘dark matter’ in our 
Universe? And what’s ‘dark energy’?

Is there a Higgs particle that is ‘responsible 
for giving mass’ to all particles? 

What is the reason why antimatter and matter 
did not completely destroy each other? 

What was the primordial state of matter after the Big 
Bang before protons and neutrons formed? 



In one of the world’s biggest laboratories…

Next to Geneva lake, Switzerland

THE LARGE HADRON COLLIDER (LHC)

LHC : 27 km long
~100m underground



where lies the world’s … fastest racetrack 
 The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) Accelerator

Several thousand billion protons 
travelling at 99.9999991% of the 
speed of around the 27km ring 
over 11000 times a second

LHC magnets at 14 TeV:
1 dipole magnet  Estored = 7 MJ
All magnets      Estored = 10.4 GJ

Enough to melt 12 tons of Copper!
The kinetic energy of an A380 

at 700 km/hour



The emptiest space in our Solar System…

Protons are accelerated around circular orbits by electric fields (superconducting RF 
cavities)  1232 superconducting magnets, each 15 m long, operating at 8.3 T
(200’000 x Earth’s magnetic field) and 1.9K (-271°C) in superfluid helium.

To accelerate protons to almost the speed of light 

 The vacuum in the beam-pipe should be the same as interplanetary space

 The pressure in the beam-pipe is about 1/10th that of the surface of the moon.



One of the coldest regions in the Universe…

Protons are accelerated around circular orbits by electric fields (superconducting RF 
cavities)  1232 superconducting magnets, each 15 m long, operating at 8.3 T
(200’000 x Earth’s magnetic field) and 1.9K (-271°C) in superfluid helium.

With a temperature of around -271 degrees Celsius, or 1.9 degrees above absolute 
zero, the LHC is colder than interstellar space

 ~ 100 tons of superfluid helium – a very interesting engineering material!
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The LHC @ CERN: A New Era 
in Fundamental Science

Exploration of a new energy frontier 
Proton-proton and Heavy Ion collisions 

LHC ring:
27 km circumference

TOTEM 
LHCf
MOEDAL

CMS

ALICE

LHCb

ATLAS



Watched by the largest and most complex 
“eyes” we’ve ever built

The detectors together have 140 million data channels observing at 40 million times a second.



IMPACTS CAN BE UNEXPECTED:

The opera Les Troyens by Berlioz, as shown in 
Valencia, St. Peterburg and Warsaw (2011)

used a set design based on ATLAS Detector 

the largest and most complex “microscopes” we’ve ever built

The “Gothic Cathedrals”
of the 21st Century



The detectors will spew out analyzed data at 700 
MB/sec.

That is ~30,000 Encyclopedia Britannicas every second!

… analyzed by the most powerful computing 
system in the world.

That is 15,000,000 GB 
(15 PB) per year

20 km stack of average 
CDs per year.



Down
~5 MeV

Up
~3 MeV

Charm
1.5 GeV

Strange
100 MeV

Top
173 GeV

Bottom
4.2 GeV

Electron
0.5 MeV

Electron
Neutrino

Muon
106 MeV

Muon
Neutrino

Tau
1.8 GeV

Tau
Neutrino

Quarks

Leptons

Photon
0 mass

W
80 

GeV

Z
91 

GeV

gluon
0 mass

Matter particles Force particles

Higgs
125 GeV

Last missing piece of the SM: HIGGS BOSON “WAS BORN” on 4 July 2012

We do not know why three ?



Newton: F = ma
Einstein: E = mc2

Mass curves space-time

All of this is correct.
But how do objects become massive?
Simplest theory – all particles are massless !!!

A field pervades the universe
Particles interacting with this field acquire mass 
 stronger the interaction the larger the mass

The field is a quantum field – its quantum is the 
Higgs boson. Finding the Higgs boson would 
establish the existence of this field!
Seminal papers published in 1964!











H γγ
candidate

Clean topology:
2 energetic, isolated γ, in a narrow 
mass peak on top of a large steeply

falling background

Mγγ=125.9 GeV
σM/M=0.9%



H  γγ H  ZZ

“History” of the data accumulation during  the last two years (ATLAS)



THE HIGGS STORY

“I certainly had no idea it would 
happen in my lifetime at the 

beginning, more than 40 years ago.

I think it shows amazing dedication
by the young people involved with 

these colossal collaborations to 
persist in this way, on what is a 

really a very difficult task. 
I congratulate them.”

Peter Higgs, July 4th, 2012



The Nobel Prize in Physics 2013
François Englert, Peter Higgs:

"for the theoretical discovery of a 
mechanism that contributes to our 
understanding of the origin of mass 
of subatomic particles, and which 

recently was confirmed through the 
discovery of the predicted 

fundamental particle, by the 
ATLAS and CMS experiments at 
CERN's Large Hadron Collider"

HIGGS DISCOVERY  AT CERN, 

which validates the Brout-Englert-
Higgs mechanism,  

marks the culmination of decades 
of INTELLECTUAL EFFORT

by many people around the world



Higgs is a journey,
not a destination

Clarify the EWK Breaking Sector:

With the discovery of a Higgs boson, 
the SM could be completed  and …

it looks very much like “the SM Higgs Boson »

Signal 
strength

Couplings

JP = 0+ of Higgs –
no surprises !



But we have only just started to understand the Higgs 
boson…and we need to look from every angle



But we have only just started to understand the Higgs 
boson…and we need to look from every angle



But we have only just started to understand the Higgs 
boson…and we need to look from every angle



But we have only just started to understand the Higgs 
boson…and we need to look from every angle



But we have only just started to understand the Higgs 
boson…and we need to look from every angle



 We still don’t know dynamics behind the 
Higgs condensate

 Many modern theories predict other 
scalar particles like Higgs
Why, after all, should the Higgs be

the only one of its kind?

Higgs is the most exotic particle of the SM
its discovery has profound implications:

All the matter particles are spin-1/2 fermions.
All the force carriers are spin-1 bosons

 Higgs particle is spin-0 boson (scalar).
 The Higgs is a totally new form of matter

(neither matter nor force): “FACELESS”
 The Higgs is the only spin 0 particle in the SM
but it does the most important job (give masses)

Future Colliders (LHC, LC) can search for and 
study new scalars with precision



« Dreaming for the Beyond 
Standard Model Future … »



 Research
 Pushing the frontiers of knowledge

 Innovation
 Developing new technologies

 Education
 Training scientists and engineers

of tomorrow

 Outreach
 Promoting science in society

 Uniting people from different countries
and cultures
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CERN – European Center for Nuclear Research
was founded in 1954: 
12 European States “Science for Peace”

Today: 21 Member States

Member States: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, Denmark, 
Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Israel, Italy, the Netherlands, 
Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and 
the United Kingdom 
Candidate for Accession: Romania
Associate Member in Pre-Stage to Membership: Serbia
Applicant States for Membership or Associate Membership:
Brazil, Cyprus, Pakistan, Russia, Slovenia, Turkey, Ukraine 
Observers to Council: India, Japan, Russia, Turkey, United States of America; 
European Commission and UNESCO 

~ 2300 staff
~ 1600 other paid personnel
~ 10500 users
Budget (2014) ~1000 MCHF





CERN: Particle Physics and Innovation

 Interfacing between fundamental science and key 
technological developments

 CERN Technologies and Innovation

Detecting particlesAccelerating particle 
beams

Large-scale 
computing (Grid)



Medical Application as an Example of Particle Physics Spin-off

Combining Physics, ICT, Biology and Medicine to fight cancer

Accelerating particle beams
~30’000 accelerators worldwide

~17’000 used for medicine

Hadron Therapy
Leadership in Ion 
Beam Therapy now 
in Europe and 
Japan

Tumour 
Target

Protons
light ions

>100’000 patients treated worldwide  (45 facilities)
>50’000 patients treated in Europe  (14 facilities)

X-ray protons

Detecting particles 

Imaging PET Scanner
Clinical trial in Portugal, France 
and Italy for new breast imaging 

system (ClearPEM)



Low energy synchrotrons and cyclotrons are now commonly used in 
industry, e.g. food industry (around 20000) and in hospitals (around 10000). 
Their annual commercial output is valued at up to €500 billion. 
The Proton Ion Medical Machine Study (PIMMS) at CERN produced an 
accelerator design optimized for hadron therapy, deployed in MedAustron
and CNAO. 

A test facility at CERN                        The synchrotron at Italy’s CNAO facility
for the MedAustron project



A kind of molecular flypaper was developed to keep perfect 
vacuum inside the LEP accelerator pipe. This technology, 
applied to solar collectors, provides ultra-efficient thermal 
insulation and increases by a factor of 10 the efficiency of 
standard rooftop solar panels.

Inside the LEP beam pipe.                       The same technology is at work
The metal ribbon acts as molecular inside solar panels on the roof
flypaper.                                                    of Geneva airport.



The most impressive example are the multiwire proportional 
drift chambers, developed by George Charpak during the 1960’ 
at CERN for particle physics experiments, which have found 
also multiple other applications, notably in medical diagnosis.



~ 2000: LOW-DOSE 3D IMAGING COMMERCIAL AUTORADIOGRAPHY 
SYSTEMS WITH GASEOUS DETECTORS

http://www.biospacelab.com



Silicon pixel detectors, used for tracking at LHC, and crystals of lead 
tangstate, used for energy measurements in CMS, have already found 
various applications, especially in medicine. For example, Silicon pixels are 
deployed as Medipix, for medical imaging and diagnosis. The CMS 
electronics to read out these crystals in a magnetic field opened the way to 
combined PET/MRI scanners. 

In yellow – particle tracks
measured by Silicon detectors
In red – energy deposits in crystals
of CMS’s calorimeter

Silicon pixels in 
ATLAS and crystals
In CMS under test 



World Wide Web was developed at CERN to help share 
information among scientists working at the Large Electron 
Positron collider, at institutes all around the globe. Twenty
one years ago it was made publicly available. 
This was a generous gift from CERN to the mankind.

The Web’s international
annual economic value is
now estimated at €1.5 trillion



Worldwide LHC Computing Grid was launched by CERN in 
2002 in view to processing more than 20 petabytes of data 
generated each year by LHC experiments. The system integrates 
thousands of computers and storage systems all over the world.

In 2010, Cloud and 
Grid computing was 
valued €35 billion. 
By 2016 it could be 
€120 billion.

A  2010 snapshot of European traffic on 
Worldwide LHC Computing Grid.



This mission of CERN is treated very seriously and new initiatives are born all 
the time. 

 CERN has state-endorsed programmes for primary schools in France and 
Switzerland

 The particle physics community runs particle physics masterclasses for 
high-school students, which effectively complement school visits to CERN

 CERN runs high-school teachers programmes

 Summer courses at CERN are addressed to university students

 Technical Student programmes and Schools of Particle Physics, Computing 
and Accelerators are organised for young researchers and engineers

 An Academic Training Programme is dedicated to scientists at CERN

 Special initiatives are developed to help train engineers from Member States



Scientists at CERN
Academic Training Programme

Young Researchers
CERN School of High Energy Physics
CERN School of  Computing
CERN Accelerator School

Physics Students
Summer Students
Programme

CERN Teacher Schools
International and National 
Programmes

Latin American School
Natal, Brazil, 2011

Arequipa, Peru, 2013
NEW:
Asia-Europe-Pacific School 
of High-Energy Physics 
Fukuoka, Oct 2012
India, 2014

CERN School of 
Physics 
Hungary, June 2013



Science for Piece

CERN: 60 Years



 “Physique-sans-Frontières” (PSF) was born in 1992, 
during the war in Bosnia when many scientists felt 
the necessity to "do something" for their colleagues 
of South East of Europe

 Georges CHARPAK has kindly accepted to preside 
"Physics-without-Borders” and supported the 
effort of the association to set up the “Four-Seas-
Conference”

 The 1st Trieste-95 conference was a real success, 
despite the renewed war in Bosnia : 150 physicists, 
half of them from the South-Eastern Europe; all the 
countries of the Balkanic area were represented, 
despite the existing state of war between some of 
them

Four Seas Conference: « Physique-sans-Frontières »



Four Seas Conference: Physics in Service of Mankind 

 Five conferences were 
organized (Trieste-95, 
Sarajevo-98, Thessaloniki-02, 
Istanbul-04, Iasi, Romania-07) 
to give opportunity for 
scientists, mainly the youngest 
ones, to hear about the most 
recent developments in 
sciences and technologies

 Served as a way to express the 
solidarity of the scientific 
community with all those 
who, under difficult 
conditions, seek to keep alive 
the diverse intellectual and 
cultural links that constitute 
the essence of our civilization2014: CERN is celebrating 

“60 Years of Science for Peace!”



In 2014, CERN is celebrating “60 
Years of Science for Peace”! 

In a particularly fragile time for 
Ukraine, physicists from France, 
Ukraine, Poland and CERN get 

together in Lviv, Ukraine in 
memory of Georges Charpak

personality, continuing his 
scientific and cultural traditions. 

Slides are available at: 
https://indico.cern.ch/event/
331478/timetable/#20140721

A conference: “90th

Anniversary 
of Georges Charpak“

Bringing Nations Together 
Through Science:

CERN Courrier, November 2014

https://indico.cern.ch/event/331478/timetable/#20140721
https://indico.cern.ch/event/331478/timetable/#20140721


 Ambitious scientific projects with defined deadlines
 Excellent scientists and engineers forming very

creative environment
 Sustainable support of Member States
 Close collaboration with the MS research institutes

and universities on one side and with leading
industrial firms on the other side

 Promoting knowledge and technology transfer
 Opening to the world



 Global Science: go beyond the national interests
 Power of Science: improve life of people via development of 

novel technologies (multinational community – competition 
and collaboration) providing unique scientific environment

 Science Diplomacy: in a world which is exceedingly fragile 
today, science diplomacy opens the possibility to tackle 
global challenges, ensures cultural exchange of different 
nations

 CERN is of a Global Influence (“Virtual Nation”)  work 
peacefully together at the frontiers of research and 
disseminate results as widely as possible

 Science requires a long-term thinking and long-term 
planning  often underestimated by politicians' in a view of 
the short-term economical goals

TODAY, SCIENCE IS GETTING MORE AND MORE GLOBAL
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Conception and realization of  detectors
Electronics, mechanics…  with strong link with engineers

Simulation

Acquisition and data taking
with strong link with engineers in informatics

Data analysis
Software, statistical analysis, mathematical methods..

Phenomenology
link with theory

Meeting and work in team  (very international, trips...)

Communication of results
scientific paper, large public…

Conception and realization of accelerator 
Electronics, mechanics…  with strong link with engineers
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